ICJP Resolution on Iran

Done in Jerusalem, Israel, June 29, 2011:

Whereas Iran constitutes a clear and present danger to international peace and security, to regional and Middle Eastern stability, to Israel and the Jewish People and, increasingly and alarmingly, to its own people;

Whereas Iran is continuing its nuclear weaponization program in standing violation of international law;

Whereas the Iranian regime has already committed the crime of incitement to genocide prohibited under the Genocide Convention;

Whereas Iran is a leading state-sponsor of international terrorism, while also engaging in massive domestic repression;

Now therefore, be it resolved,

-- That the UN Security Council and Member States enact enhanced economic, diplomatic, and juridical sanctions to hold Iran to account;

-- That the UN Security Council and Member States enforce more effectively those sanctions already adopted;

-- That state parties to the Genocide Convention undertake the mandated legal remedies to sanction the Iranian regime's incitement to genocide;

-- That Member States sanction the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps, the epicenter of the Iranian threat.